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Reliability Evaluation of the New AO Spine-DGOU Classification for Osteoporotic

Thoracolumbar Fractures
Guisela Quinteros1,2, Juan P. Cabrera3, Julio Urrutia4, Charles A. Carazzo5, Alfredo Guiroy6, Bartolomé Marré7,8,
Andrei Joaquim9, Ratko Yurac7,8
-OBJECTIVES: To perform an interobserver and intra-
observer agreement evaluation of the new AO Spine-DGOU
classification system for osteoporotic thoracolumbar frac-
tures (OFc).

-METHODS: Complete imaging studies of 97 patients
(radiographs, computed tomography scans, and magnetic
resonance imaging) with osteoporotic thoracolumbar
fractures were selected and classified using the OFc by 6
spine surgeons (3 senior surgeons with more than 15 years
of experience and 3 surgeons with less than 15 years).
After a 4-week interval, the same cases were presented to
the same evaluators in a random sequence for a new
classification assessment. The weighted kappa coefficient
(wk) was used to determine the interobserver and intra-
observer agreement.

-RESULTS: The interobserver agreement was moderate,
wk [ 0.59 (95% confidence interval 0.54e0.64). The
intraobserver agreement was fair, wk [ 0.35 (95% confi-
dence interval 0.29e0.40). Interobserver agreement slightly
improved for junior staff between first and second evalu-
ation, suggesting a learning effect. Better agreement was
obtained by senior staff at the interobserver and intra-
observer agreement.

-CONCLUSIONS: This independent assessment demon-
strated that new OFc allows moderate interobserver
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
CI: Confidence interval
CT: Computed tomography
DGOU: Spinal Section of the German Orthopedic and Trauma Society
MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging
OF: Osteoporotic fracture
OVF: Osteoporotic vertebral fracture
wk: weighted kappa
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agreement and fair intraobserver agreement. Further
studies are necessary prior to its widespread adoption.
INTRODUCTION
he elderly population is increasing worldwide, along with
an increased life expectancy. In parallel, the incidence of
Tosteoporotic vertebral fracture (OVF) is increasing, causing

significant morbidity and mortality1; however, no classification of
OVF has obtained international recognition and acceptance.
Recently, the Spinal Section of the German Orthopedic and
Trauma Society (DGOU) developed the osteoporotic fracture
(OF) Classification, also adopted by AO Spine (AO Spine-DGOU
Osteoporotic Fracture Classification System), a morphologic
classification of the different types of OVF.2 The OF classification
graded thoracolumbar OVFs according to their morphologic and
deformity components into 5 types, progressively more severe.
These 5 degrees of severity range from no deformation with
vertebral body edema (OF 1), deformation of 1 endplate without
or with minimal minor posterior wall involvement (OF 2),
deformation of 1 endplate with distinct posterior wall
involvement (OF 3), deformation of both endplates with/without
posterior wall involvement (OF 4), and injuries with anterior or
posterior tension band injuries (OF 5).
This classification was validated by the proponent authors with

substantial interobserver agreement, with an overall kappa
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the 5 OF subtypes (OF 1eOF 5). Reprinted with permission waived from
Schnake et al.2
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coefficient of 0.633; however, this classification has not been
validated by an independent external group. Reliability of a
classification system is of paramount importance prior to its use
and may be influenced by clinical scenarios, level of surgeon’s
experience, and geographical differences of health care systems,
among other factors. If a classification is not reliable, it is
difficult to accept its use, as it may not reflect a real-world
scenario.4

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the agreement
using the OF Classification system.

METHODS

Study Design and Data Collection
Institutional review board approval was obtained prior to perform
this study. One fellowship-trained spine surgeon retrospectively
selected 97 cases of patients who had osteoporosis and thor-
acolumbar fractures treated in 1 center from 2015 to 2020,
Table 1. The Distribution of Fractures According to the OF Type

OF Type Fracture Type Distribution (%)

OF 1 1 (1%)

OF 2 26 (27%)

OF 3 27 (27%)

OF 4 30 (31%)

OF 5 13 (14%)
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excluding traumatic injuries in young patients. An online survey
(SurveyMonkey) with the complete imaging studies (plain radio-
graphs, computed tomography (CT) scan and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) of the affected segment/level) of patients with
osteoporotic fractures from T1 to L5 was e-mailed to 6 evaluators
in August 2020.
Evaluators classified the fractures according to the OF Classi-

fication, which is described in Figure 1.
After a 4-week interval, the 97 cases were emailed again in a

random sequence for a new evaluation to assess intraobserver
agreement. The evaluators were 6 spine surgeons from 5 Latin
American centers, who were divided according to their years of
experience in 2 groups: 3 surgeons with less than 15 years of
experience and 3 surgeons with more than 15 years of experience.
Before classifying the injuries, all surgeons had discussed in an

online meeting the original article by Schnake et al.2 The survey
data were compiled in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft
Corporation 2020; Redmond, WA).

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We included patients with acute OVF (<4 weeks) having complete
available imaging studies, including anteroposterior and lateral
plain radiographs, CT scan, and MRI. The exclusion criteria were
patients with nonosteoporotic traumatic thoracolumbar fractures,
metastatic vertebral fractures, and patients without complete im-
aging studies.

Statistical Analysis
Considering the data from Schnake et al.,3 a confidence interval
approach to sampling size estimation for interobserver
www.journals.elsevier.com/world-neurosurgery e437
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Table 2. Interobserver Agreement (wk)

OF Type wk Value 95% CI Agreement

Overall OF 0.59 0.54e0.64 Moderate

Table 4. Interobserver Agreement (k) Obtained at Second
Evaluation for Senior and Junior Assessors

OF Type
Second Evaluation

wk Values 95% CI Agreement

All OF types 0.62 0.50e0.64 Substantial

Senior Staff 0.61 0.52e0.70 Substantial

Junior Staff 0.61 0.51e0.70 Substantial
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agreement studies with multiple raters was used, as reported by
Rotondi et al.5 For 6 evaluators, with a 95% confidence interval
(CI), a lower limit of 0.6 and an upper limit of 0.8 (an expected
substantial reliability), we determined 65 cases as the required
sample. However, considering that some subtypes are
infrequent, we increased the number of cases to 97 patients to
ensure enough cases of each subtype.
The analyzes were performed with RStudio software version

1.1.383 (https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/)
using the irr, raters, and psych packages. We applied the weighted
kappa statistics (wk) for 2-way agreements. wk allows measuring
agreement with multiple response levels when not all disagree-
ments are equally important; weight was set linearly. Levels of
agreement for k were determined as proposed by Landis et al.6

with k values 0.00e0.20 considered slight agreement; 0.21e0.40
fair agreement; 0.41e0.60 moderate agreement; 0.61e0.80
substantial agreement; and 0.81e1.00 almost perfect agreement.

RESULTS

We evaluated 97 patients, with a mean age of 75 �14 years. Eighty-
six fractures were in the thoracolumbar area (T11-L2) (89%), and
11 in the lumbar spine (L3-L5) (11%).
There were a total of 1164 responses, 582 in each evaluation.

The distribution of the fractures classified was 1 (1%) OF 1, 26
(27%) OF 2, 27 (27%) OF 3, 31 (30%) OF 4, and 13 (14%) OF 5
(Table 1).
Most of the cases were OF 2, OF 3, and OF 4.

Interobserver Agreement
There was a moderate interobserver agreement, wk ¼ 0.59 (95%
CI 0.54e0.64; Table 2).
When we compared the wk from the first evaluation with the

second evaluation, there were some improvements for less-
experienced surgeons, changing from an acceptable agreement
(first evaluation: wk ¼ 0.31; 95% CI 0.20e0.40) to a considerable
agreement (second evaluation: wk ¼ 0.61; 95% CI 0.51e0.70); the
agreement did not change between senior surgeons from the first
to the second assessment (Tables 3 and 4)
Table 3. Interobserver Agreement (wk) Obtained at First
Evaluation for Senior and Junior Assessors

OF Type
First Evaluation
wk Values 95% CI Agreement

All OF types 0.57 0.50e0.64 Moderate

Senior staff 0.62 0.52e0.70 Substantial

Junior staff 0.31 0.20e0.40 Fair
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Specifically assessing some fracture types, a higher level of
agreement was obtained when classifying OF 2, OF 4, and OF 5
types (Table 5).
Intraobserver Agreement
Intraobserver agreement was fair, wk ¼ 0.35 (95% CI 0.29e0.40).
When comparing intraobserver agreement according to the

evaluators’ experience, it was observed that senior surgeons had a
nonsignificant higher agreement (Table 6).
DISCUSSION

Considering the importance of this new classification system,
independent agreement evaluation is an essential step to corrob-
orate its external reproducibility. Our study reported moderate
interobserver agreement (wk ¼ 0.59) and fair intraobserver
agreement (wk ¼ 0.35) using this classification of OVF. The
interobserver agreement was inferior to those obtained by the
proponents of the classification, who reported a substantial
agreement, with a kappa value of 0.63.3 The intraobserver
agreement obtained by our raters requires caution prior to
adopting this new system.
Some surgeons extrapolate the traditional systems used for

nonosteoporotic trauma to evaluate OVF in clinical practice.7 The
Genant semiquantitative assessment8 and the Sugita osteoporotic
classification9 are classification schemes based on lateral
radiographs. Kanchiku et al.10 proposed a classification of OVF
using MRI and radiographs. Recently, a new classification
system for chronic symptomatic osteoporotic thoracolumbar
fractures was described; it is based on dynamic radiography, CT
scans, and MRI.11 The OF classification, on the other hand, is
based on plain radiographs, CT scans, and MRI.2 This new
system proposed a crescent degree of instability, with a clear
Table 5. Interobserver Agreement (k) by OVF Type

OF Type wk 95% CI Agreement

OF 1 0.23 0.05e0.41 Fair

OF 2 0.53 0.45e0.60 Moderate

OF 3 0.33 0.26e0.39 Fair

OF 4 0.50 0.42e0.57 Moderate

OF 5 0.54 0.42e0.65 Moderate
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Table 6. Intraobserver Agreement (k) According to Surgeon
Experience

OF Type wk 95% CI Agreement

Overall OF 0.35 0.29e0.40 Fair

Senior staff 0.43 0.35e0.50 Moderate

Junior staff 0.31 0.24e0.37 Fair
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progression of bone destruction from type 1 to 5, as well
illustrative and descriptive scenarios of each morphology.
We observed that a better interobserver agreement was obtained

assessing OF 2, OF 4, and OF 5. We believe that the low agreement
evaluating the OF 1 subtype may be explained by the low number
of cases identified as OF 1 fractures, since a low prevalence affects
kappa values. Higher agreement between more severe injury
morphologies is also expected. The intermediary forms may be
more affected by minor morphologic changes that may be difficult
to assess, leading to classification disagreement. We also must
emphasize the improvement in the agreement rate of the junior
staff in the second round, which strongly suggested that they
learned how to use the system—an effect of practice.
An adequate classification of OVF should not only help to

perform a proper diagnosis; more importantly, it should guide
treatment. Managing patients with OVF can be complex consid-
ering the altered physiology of old age, frailty, comorbidities,
cognitive dysfunction, and multi-pharmacy, among other fac-
tors.12 OF classification has gained international visibility because
it suggests a treatment algorithm for each type of fracture.13

Recently, the authors of this classification have described that a
higher preoperative OF subgroup shows a higher postoperative
benefit regarding radiologic parameters (vertebral body height
and local kyphotic angle) after kyphoplasty.14 Nevertheless,
based on our results we cannot state that this classification
meets, to date, a sufficient level of agreement to be established
as a universal method of communication among spine surgeons.
Future prospective studies are required to determine the actual
clinical utility of this classification scheme. Likewise, no matter
what type of classification the spine surgeon adopts, the
individual decision depends upon fracture type, degree of
instability, bone quality, and patient general health status.15-21

Some of the strengths of this study are that the classification’s
reproducibility process was performed by 6 spine surgeons from 5
WORLD NEUROSURGERY 161: e436-e440, MAY 2022
centers in 3 different countries. Additionally, our assessors had
different years of experiences, which is the most common clinical
setting. Therefore, our methodology meets the criteria suggested
by Audigé et al. for reliability studies of fracture classifications.22,23

Another strength of this study is the sample size estimation, which
allows us to have enough cases (and raters) to avoid an
underpowered study; moreover, like the original study
describing this classification, it also used 6 raters.3 However,
our study has limitations. Despite our efforts for a rigorous
methodology, a first limitation is the computational platform,
which does not allow for the performance of exact
measurements of vertebral body height, which can lead to
confusion when choosing between OF 2 and OF 3 types,
potentially affecting reliability. Another limitation is that, like
the original authors’ study describing this classification, 85% of
fractures were OF 2, OF 3, or OF 4 types—with only one case of
OF 1—limiting the interpretation of our findings. Finally,
validity (therapy recommendations) is not permissible once we
only evaluated OF Classification—not validating treatment
recommendations.
This study provided an independent international evaluation of

the agreement using this classification. However, we observed
only a moderate interobserver agreement and a fair intraobserver
agreement. Future prospective studies should establish whether
this classification meets the standards to be used in the clinical
management of OVF.
CONCLUSIONS

The new OF Classification system had moderate interobserver
agreement and fair intraobserver agreement in this international
external validation study. Further studies evaluating the reliability
of this new system are necessary prior to its use in clinical studies.
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